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The Logic of China’s Modern State Bunding under the Leadership of the CPC

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yan Jirong，、7yang Jiangcheng(3)
Abstract：The realization of state modemization，that is，the national tmnsformation with the com．

pletion of modern state building as the core is the deVelopment goal that the Chinese people have been

striving fbr in the past hundred years． The modern state highlights the characteristics of modernity，
such as sovereignty，nationality and the“people·o“ented”(publicity)． The Communist Party of China

has opened up the road of Chinese—style modernization and led the people to establish a“new State”：

a sovereign state that maintains independence in the international system。a state of the Chinese nation

that integrates many minzu and carries and promotes the overall development of country， a socialist

pIDspeI．ous and strong democratic country that embodies the“people—oriented"． These three historical

tasks are intertwined and shape the historical 109ic of China’s modern state building led by the CPC，

that is，the logic of independence and unity based on the path of“revolutionaI-)r founding”，the 109ic of

national reiuvenation based on Chinese civilization， and the logic of the “people．oriented” practice

guaranteed by Socialist people’s democracy． Today， the autonomy of China’s modern state， the cohe．

sion of the Chinese nation。the“people—oriented”of the institution and the perfbmance of the institu．

tion have been greatly improved． At present，the CPC has set national development goaIs for 2035 and

2049． In the fhture，we need to enhance the capacity of national integration and state governance，en．

hance national identity， enhance the people’s recognition of the institutions and policies of the party

and the state．

Key words：Communist Pany of China；modernization；modern state building；the rejuvenation of

Chinese nation；state governance

On the Capability Basis of the Communist Party of China for Long-term Governance：With Re-

spect to the Planning of the State and the Party Governance ⋯⋯⋯⋯ zhu Lin由un(14)
Abstract：The report of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China(CPC)takes

“10ng．term governance capability building”as the main line of the general requirements of Partv build．

ing in the new era for the first time． The Sixth Plenary Session of the 1 9th CPC Central Committee puts

fbrward the era topic of“building a 10ng．term govemance Marxist political panv”． How can the CPC

govem for a 10ng time?Just as the capitalist system provides the institutional basis for the long．te珊
govemance of bourgeois p01itical parties，the socialist system also provides the institutional premise fbr

the 10ng．term govemance of the CPC． However， only institutional basis can not guarantee long．term

governance． The CPC represents the“greatest common divisor”of the will and demands of the people，

finds the common will and demands of the people through the whole process of people’s democracv and

realizes the common wiIl and requirements of the people step by step through the fo瑚ulation and im．

plementation of plans． It’s the basis fbr the capability of the CPC to achieve 10ng．te硼governance． So．

cialist system，the original mission，the representative function of the CPC are the decisive factors for

the long．term governance． The successfhI practice of the CPC’s Iong．te瑚governance aIso indicates that

the“greatest common divisor" partv can be a definition and choice fbr the tvpology of p01itical parties

in the world todav．

Key words：the representatiVe function of the party； the “greatest common divisor” party； the

whole process of people’s democracy；planning to goVem the state； planning to govem the party

The Theory and Practice of the Communist Party of China Maintains a Global Vision

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wu Zhicheng，Liu Peidong(23)
Abstract：The global Vision of the Communist Party of China is a product of adapting MaⅨist ideal

of seeking the liberation of the human race to China’s realities and fine traditional culture，which dem-

onstrates the Party’s responsibility to cogitate on the future of humanity and make signi右cant contribu-
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tions to human progress with a 910bal vision． The 910bal Vision of the Party has profound cultural origins

and theoretical fbundations，expanded with the deVelopment of reVolution，construction and refbrm and

the enhancement of China’s intemational innuence． As socialism with Chinese characteristies entered a

new era，Xi Jinping put forward the concept of a human community with a shared future，which pro-

vides Chinese wisdom for promoting global governance and draws a bright blueprint for the development
of human society． This advanced worldview is based on the reality of the shared future in the era of the

global Village， the overall consensus and inclusiVeness of the whole world as one family， transcending

the scope of time and space， problem areas and p01itical systems， and has become the contemporary

expression of the global vision of the Party． Facing the national rejuvenation strategy within the wider

context of once-in—a-century changes taking place in the world，the Party insists on promoting world de-

velopment with China’s prosperity，championjng the shared human values，upholding n‘ue muhjlate姐l—

ism，panicipating in the refbrm of the global goVernance system， leading global cooperation against

COVID一19，and promoting the building of a global community of shared future，which has demonstra．

ted the global Vision of the Party with practical actions．

Key words：Communist Pany of China；global vision；fine traditional culture；Marxism；a global

communitv of shared fhture

The Entanglement between Nationality and Politics and the Cognition of PoHtical Science

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhou Ping(37)

Abstract：Nationality is the expression and specif：ic form of human’s gathering nature． Politics is

the basic mechanism fbr human beings to establish and maintain social order． Both of them have per．

manence in human development and are entangled with each other thmugh the link of society． Neither

of them can exist in isolation fIom the other，and have the connotation fbrmed by the embedding of the

other． With the increasin91y prominent influence of nationality on politics， political science began to

pay attention to national political phenomenon and conducted in．depth research． The national politics

fbrmed on this basis constructs a complete knowledge system about national political phenomenon，

which renects the consciousness of political scienee in recognizing national political phenomenon． At

present， in order to explain the emergence of a series of unprecedented national political phenomenon

in recent years and their challenges to the formation of modern state svstem and intemational pattern，

national politics starts to recognize national political phenomenon based on the underlying logic of the

relationship between nationality and p01itics，so as to improve its own knowledge quality and realize it-

eratiVe development．

Key words：nationality；politics；nationality politics；political science；cognition

Public Corruption Cognition and Corruption Perception：An SEM Analysis IIrom Formative-

Framing Theory ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Xu Fayin(49)
Abstract：Because of its difkrence f}om corruption reality and its political significance， it is im．

ponant to examine public corruption perception and its fbrmation． Though haVing recognized the role of

corruption cognition besides that of external information， current studies have not considered the fuU

range of corlllption cognition and its relationship with external information． Based on Goffman’s fhme

analysis，Weiner’s attribution theory， and mass communication studies， a“Formative．Frame Theory”

is proposed to investigate the relationship between extemal infbrmation and interpretative f}ame and

their innuence on conlJption perception． Results from Structural Equation Model analysis indicate，

both corruption definition and policv．oriented corruption attribution have significant innuence on cor．

ruption perception， and as infbrmation af耗cts corruption cognition， it has both direct and indirect

effects on corruption perception． This study has important implications fbr understanding the relation-

ship between perception，infbrmation and f}ame， and fbr improving the political effect of anti—coITup·

tion ef孙ns．

Key words：corruption perception； corruption conception； corruption attribution； external infor_

mation；interpretative frame

Adaptive StabiHty of Public PoIicy：Internal Mechanism and Realization Path

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chen Shuisheng，Zhu Chenlang(61)
Abstract：Policy change and policy gridlock are a pair of eternal contradictions in public policy．
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HoweVer，there is a lack ol systematic research on policy stability in academic circles． ’I’he Value of

policy stability is self_evident：it is the key to achieve policy goals，safbguard public interests，guide

public expectations and promote social stability and deVelopment． Dif玷rent perspectives of policy sta—

bility such as interest competition，path dependence，policy succession and p01icy cycle renect the in-

herent relationship and continuous tension between policy“change”and“constant”，which are mani—

fested in various fbms including maintaining stability，p01icy instability，p01icy gridlock，adaptive sta—

bility，policy transfbrmation， etc． The adaptive stability of public policy is the delicate balance and

hamonious coexistence of the policy system and the external environment， including the ha瑚ony and

coherence of inherent policy concepts，the stable adjustment of poliey content，the coherence of policy

processes，and the coordination of policy systems． To achieve the adaptive stability of public policy，

the government should make policy adjustments according to local conditions，changing with times and

people’s needs，enhancing the adaptability between public policy and policy environment，strengthening

the agility of public p01icy system，and impI．oving the scientific rationality of public p01icy production，
and fbcusing on the balance of benefit distribution so as to achieve the ha咖ony and concordance，the

balance and stability， the dynamic adaptation and the scientificity and efficiency of public policy，

which helps to promote the modernization of national governance from the leVel of public policies．

1【ey words：policy change；policy stability；adaptive stability；internal mechanism；holding on to

harmony

Ensuring both Development and Security： Conceptual EvOIution and Theoretical Transfbrma·

tion⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhong Kaibin(74)
Abstract：Development and security are two major chaUenges perplexing national goVemance and

human progress． Whether deVelopment and security can be ensured has a bearing on people’s well-be—

ing，the rise and fall of the country and the trend of history． Since the 18th National Congress of the

Communist Party of China(CPC)，the Party Central Committee with xi“nping at its core has put for-

ward the innovatiVe theory of“ensuring both development and security"，emphasizing that importance

should be attached t0 both deVelopment and security，and a dynamic balance and a positiVe interaction

between high—quality development and high-level security should be achieved． Based on the literature

of strategic management， this anicle constmcts a framework of“environmental assessment—strategic
planning—strategic implementation”， measu“ng environmental assessment， strategic planning and

strategic implementation respectively with indicators of era theme definition，policy orientation and ac—

tion strategy，thus to depict the eVolution of the relationship between development and security since

the founding of new China． It’s fbund that with the changes of the era theme and the orientation of na-

tional policies，China has experienced three stages of balancing development and security：survival—pri—

oritized development model centered on avoiding being beaten(after the fbunding of new China and be-

fore the refoHn and opening up era)，development．prioritized security model centered on economic de—

velopment(from the reform and opening up era to the 1 8 th National Congress) ，and all—round model

that pays equal attention to development and security (since the 1 8 th National Congress)． Ensuring

both deVelopment and security，thus to promote high—quality deVelopment with high—level security and

ensure high—leVel security with high—quality deVelopment，has become a basic principle of national goV-

emance in China．

Key words：deVelopment； security； sur、，ival—prioritized development model； development—priori-
tized security model；strate舀c management fhmework

Dominant Reform：Structural and Functional Analysis of the Party and Government System in

the New Era：Based on the Case Study of a Province ⋯⋯⋯Wang Qing，Liu Zidan(88)
Abstract：The Partv．govemment system is an important part of Chinese political research． As for

the issue of what form the Party—govemment system in China takes on，the academic research earry out

the analysis f量om the pany resilience theory and the panv adjustment theoIv， but the existing research

cannot answer the 1atest adiustment of the Party．govemment svstem in the new era． The typical case of

a province’s institutional refbm reveals the“change and invariance”of the partv and govemment svs．

tem in the new era． In terms of stmcture，the“one．core two．wings"Partv．government structure with

pany commlttees (groups) as the core and centralized management and groups as the support has

been fbrmed． From the perspective of fhnction． the“one．core nvo．wings” partv．government svstem
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solves three policy circumstances： it promotes departmental decision-making to oVerall decision-mak-

ing，urges 10cal governments to avoid policy implementation deViation，faithfuUy implements p01icies，

and urges administrative pressure into political pressure． The Communist Party of China has realized

the embedding of the 11Jling party into the country and its leadership oVer the country through institu—

tional refb珊．
Key words：Pany-government； system structure function； one-core two。wings； policy process；

party dominance

Some Questions on the History of China’s PoliticaI Thought⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ Sun Xiaochun(97)
Abstract：The 8tudy of political thought history is“the dialogue between the modern people and

the ancients”． A11 the significance of the study of China’s political thought histoIy relies on the common

themes in the traditional political thought concerned by the people fIom ancient to modern times． Nei-

ther the academic orientations of cutting o{f the ancient and modem nor of retuming to the traditional

are advisable． The basic work of the study of the History of China’s P01itical Thought is to make accu-

rate understanding of the theories of thinkers of previous dynasties，should begin with the interpretation

of histo“cal liteIIature． For accurate comprehension， we should understand the theoretical system of

thinkers as a whole，fbrbidden to explain the text arbitrarily and give meaning at will． Today，with the

acceleration of the process of modernization， the research on the History of Chinese Political Thought

should bear its historical responsibility， deeply excavate the common themes on the aspect of value

concerned bv the thinkers in past times，and provide theoretical support fbr the construction of socialist

core values．

Key words：study of the history of Chinese Political Thought；national governance；p01itical phi-

losophy；value

Give Back to Empirical What Is Empirical and to Normative What Is Normative：out of the

DiscipHnary Crisis in the History of PoKtical Thought⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ Huang Chen(1 06)
Abstract：The history of p01itjcal thought is the knowledge base of p01itical science，however，as a

discipline，it is facing a huge crisis． This paper analyzes diff色rent circumstances in which the study of

the history of political thought fails to show its value and to accumulate knowledge： “introduction of

thought”，“1abeling”，“fictitious history of thought”and“replacing political history”． In View of this

situation，the study of the history of political thought should establish two dif玷rent standards of value：

empirical and normative． Empirical studies aim to recover the historical t11lth，and explain the history

in three dimensions such as“thought．thought”， “society．thought” and“thought．society”． Nomative
studies aim to propose new propositions，which contains“better normative conceptions”and“stronger

argumentations’’． A more reasonable discipline system will not only help the study of the history of po-

1iticaI thought accumulate knowledge，but also 1ay a solid fbundation fbr the academic system and dis-

course system of p01itical science．

1【ey words：discipljne development；history of politjcal thought；empirical；normative

The Substance of the Great Founding Spirit of the Party and Its Promotion in our Era

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wu Qiantao，Shen Ruyi(115)

Abstract：Accurately interpreting the substance of the great fbunding spirit of the Party based on

the fhndamental principle of dialectical materialism is the logical prerequisite and scientific basis of

promoting the spirit． As a spiritual phenomenon，the great fbunding spirit of the Party is a renection of

both the practice of the Partv’s establishment and the personal revolutions of pioneers of Communism in

China． It conveys the essence of the Party’s guiding ideology，fhndamental p“nciples，ultimate goal as

weU as conduct framework．and renects the noble qualities of the Pany’s pioneers． As a spiritual ide01一

ogy，the great fbunding spirit of the Party is condensed f而m ideologies throughout the timeftame of the

Pany’s establishment， and sublimated f而m the Party’s long line of inspjring p“nciples． Thoroughly

comprehending the great fbunding spirit of the Party and promoting it in our new journey are accom‘

plished bv emphasizing the advanced nature and purity of the Pany to preserve its essence， color and

character，by cultivating the vast Party members to unyielding communism warriors with the Party’s pio-

neers as role models。 and bv comprehending the spirit’s contemporary value through its relation to the

Panv’s long 1ine of inspiring principles with the vision of building a great modern socialist country in
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every dimension．

Key words：Communist Party of China； the great founding spirit of the Party； pmmotion in

0Ur era

Research on the Pontical Function 0f the Great Founding Spirit 0f the Party—From the Per-

spective of the PoHtical Party Theories ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chai Baoyong，Li Tian(125)

Abstract：The great fbunding spirit of the Party has the opening position in the spiritual pedigree

of the CPC members． It is not onlv a svstematic summary of the CPC members’fbunding purpose，po．

1itical character and value pursuit。but also provides rich nourishment fbr the continuous revolutionary

spirit of the CPC in the new era． From the context of histoIv and realitv， the political function of the

great fbunding spirit of the Party is manifested in the construction and presentation of party image，the

generation and dissemination of partv discourse， the cultivation and promotion of party culture， the

shaping and strengthening of party identity，the expression and practice of party norms，etc． Exploring
the p01itical fhnction of the great fbunding spirit of the Party is conducive to a deep understanding of its

appearance 109ic， ideological connotation and practical basis．

Key words：the great founding spirit of the Party；political function；political pany theories

Governing Projects：Research on County-Ievel Governments Behavior under Urbanization

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Tian xianhong(136)
Abstract：In recent years， uI．banization at the county 1evel in China has made astounding ad—

vances，and county-1evel governments have played a crucial role in this process． The county-level gov—

ernment first builds a construction platform by designing， competing for and implementing projects；
then uses this platfb聊a$an inte珊ediaI了to integrate other goVerning bodies such as capital，enterpri—

ses，banks and people into a“community of project goVernance”； then mobilizes resource elements

sueh as 1and，fiscal and financial resources，local industries and public services through this communi—

ty． It bursts out strong vitality and propels rapid local urbanization． For county-1eVel goVernments，pr0-

ject means not only funding， but more importantly an intermediary of resource integration． Goveming

projects has become an approach of county governance． The pnoject—based governance approach has

deeply embedded in county—level governments’administrative behaviors． It has given full play of the in·

stitutional advantages of counties，and has promoted the county urbanization． However，this urbaniza-

tion process is still plagued with shon—term behavior due to the impulse of political peIformance，which

lurks fiscal．financial and social risks．

Key words：county一1evel governments； governing projects； urbanization； community of project
governance； the project system

Logic and Route optimization of Municipal Social GoVernance in the Context of Smart Politics

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯He Xiying(148)
Abstract：】Ⅵunicipal social goVernance is an important branch of the China’s system and the

“nerve center'，that connects top一1evel governance with grassroots govemance． In the context of smart

politics，municipal social governance is an ecosystem of digital governance and public administration．

It is a complex process of cross—cutting， multiple-echelon and national character，has three abilities：

empowe瑚ent，enablement and contr01． Therefore， it is necessary to syste南atically study the role of

government，participant subject，the structure，rules， rights and responsibilities of municipal govem-
ance． In practice，it is necessary to transcend the sin91e-dimensional logic of hierarchical govemance，

decentralized governance and cooperative govemance． By curbing the disorder of urban governance，

embodies the People—centered philosophy． Municipal social govemance should strengthen the incre-

mental empowerment of the goVernment，and realize the dynamic adjustment of responsibility and power

by sinking power and resources and transforming govemment functions． In the same time，it needs to

strengthen the synergy and coordinate symbiosis of multiple subjects， and seek the balance between

private and public，government and soeiety，overall planning and pluralism． At 1ast，we will strength—

en the control of extemalintegration and restmcturing， take the modular reform matrix as the starting

point，and highlight the fhll capacity building．

Key words：smart politics；municipal social govemance； national character；fuU capacity build—

ing； co．operation between govemment and social sectors
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